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ABSTRACT

A simple model is proposed for the laboratory simulation of the anthropogenic pertur-
bation of the ozone (O3) in the middle atmosphere. It consists of two vertical plates maintained
at very high but nearly equal temperatures, in between which is a binary mixture of a chemically
reacting fluid. The plates are rotated about a horizontal axis. Adopting the optically thin non-grey
gas approximation for radiative heat transfer, the differential equations governing the velocity com-
ponents, temperature and mass concentration are integrated in a close form. The solutions show
good agreement with the exact integral formalism for the radiative flux under the same assumption
of nearly equal wall temperatures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A nagging Third World problem is the massive involvement in bush burning for agric-
ulatural purposes. This is occasioned by the lack of sophisticated machinery for agriculture. This
has far-reaching consequences since a lot of nitrogen oxide (NO) is formed and released into the
atmosphere during bush burning. NO then reacts with O3 as follows:

NO + O3 -» NO2 + O2

NO2 + O -+ NO + O2

The net effect being

O3 + O - > 2 O 2 -

Hence nitrogen oxide does not only act as a catalyst, but it is regenerated in the process. The
net effect is the conversion of O3 into oxygen (02)- This effect is disastrous since ozone is the
only species in the middle atmosphere which can effectively absorb ultraviolent radiation thereby
protecting animals and plant from such harmful radiation.

It is only recently Bestman [2] proposed an effective mathematical model for this very
important environmental problem which has reached alarming dimensions in Brazil and Nigeria to
mention a few. However, Bestman's pioneering work is appropriate for simulating the prototype.
In this paper we advance a model more suited to experimental simulation. The procedure adopted
below is as follows.

In Sec. 2 the governing equations are presented in non-dimensional form. In Sec. 3
analytical solutions are presented for the optically thin non-grey gas approximation for radiation
when the radiation parameter is small. For the exact integral expression for radiation, analytical
expressions are also possible when temperatures are large but temperature differences are small.
These solutions are deduced in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 a discussion of the various solutions are presented.

2. FORMULATION

Any model advanced for the study of the anthropogenic perturbation of the ozone must
take into consideration the following:

(i) chemical reaction

(ii) ozone ionization

(iii) radiative heat transfer as well as conductive and convective transfer

(iv) rotation of the earth.
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Hence in this model we consider the flow between two vertical long flat plates. One plate
is on y1 = 0 at temperature To while the other plate is at y1 = £ and temperature T\. The xl-

axis is parallel to the plates and points in the reverse direction to gravitation "g" in the cartesian
( x l , y1, z1) coordinates. An external magnetic field Ho is applied along the ^ -ax i s and the whole
configuration rotates about this axis with angular velocity £1.

Now to incorporate all the chemical reactions advanced in the previous section will lead
to an unwieldy model. Hence we make the simplification of a binary reaction

in which A (ozone) is converted to oxygen (O2) by introduction of NO which only acts as a catalyst.
In which case a single mass transfer equation could be written for the depleting O3 such that the
walls are maintained at the ozone concentrations co and c\. Also we shall assume that the induced
magnetic fields are negligible, which is quite valid since the magnetic Reynolds numbers are small.

For the asymptotic (fully developed) flow far away from the edges of the plates, the ve-

locity components are given by (u 1 , 0 , w1). Furthermore if T is the temperature and c1 is the con-

centration, the governing equations, under the usual Boussinesq approximations for incompressible

flow, may be written in the form

J2 1
-po2Qwl =n-j1T-H^ul +p0l3g(T-~To) + poxgic1 -co) (1)

- f f 0 V (2)

0 = D-fw(c' - 0) - jfc»(r - r0) V'J«/« r- IH(c - co) , (4)
dy12

in which dq^/dy is the radiative heat flux and

is the Arrhenius function with constant exponent r\, activation energy Ea and Boltzmann constant
Jfc. The other symbols defined in Eqs.(l)-(4) are cp for the heat capacity, D for mass diffusivity, k\

for chemical reaction rate constant, p0 for equilibrium density, p for viscosity K for heat diffusivity
and /3 and x for coefficient of volume expansion for temperature and concentration respectively.

If T - To is small, Cogley, Vincenti and Giller [6] showed that

2&f*i K(T-To), K = I (ax—)od\ (3a)
pocpdy1 h



where a is the absorption length, \ is frequency and B is Planck's function. Introducing the fol-

lowing non-dimensional quantities

V1 < ^ t i \\l c1 - c o T-To
- c o 1 r i -To

Poo vl/2 v r

the equations (l)-(4) reduce to the suitable dimensionless form

-Gr6-Gcc q = u + iv (5)
dyl

R6 0 (6a)
dy2

Ic fiyp—BJt'r — 0 (n\
dy1

in which u = jj,/po is the kinematic coefficient of viscosity and q is the complex velocity; E is the
rotation parameter, M is the magnetic parameter, R is the radiation parameter and GT and Gc are
the Grashof numbers or free convection parameter. We have employed electromagnetic units so
that the permeability of free space is unity.

Apart from the prescribed conditions on the temperature and concentration at the walls,
the remaining boundary conditions correspond to no slip velocities at the walls. Thus

q = 0=6 = con y = 0

q = 0]6=l = cony=l (9)

The mathematical formulation is now complete for the optically thin non-grey gas near equilibrium.

Generally, the exact integral expression as given in (say) Pai [7] can be expressed in the

convenient non-dimensional form

dqR 1
dy 2BQ

where
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in which a is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, N and Bo are radiation parameters, while 5911(5) is

signum function and En{s) is the exponential function. We may write

dy
d

dy

d ~~n
dy L
4 ( r -

1 — 1
r

To)

fo) + Zo]

r0
4 J

In which case Eq.(6a) is replaced by

d2e i
dyl • D* / J . . " » " l ^ ^ " " ' J ^ M u r i y - K i r J / " " (6f i )

with BQ defined appropriately. Eq.(5),(6b) and (7) are now a set of integro-differential equations.

A few shortcomings of the model may be mentioned at this stage. First of all it is difficult
to maintain the temperatures of the wail uniform at the high temperatures involved in radiative heat
transfer. Also at very high temperatures the viscosity, thermal conductivity and mass diffusivity
will in general depend on temperature so that the flow will be compressible. These effects have been
considered by Bestman [4],[5] for a simple geometry and under general differential approximation
for radiation. However the merit of this work is the possibility of comparing differential and integral
approximations for we radiative flux analytically.

3. SOLUTION FOR THE OPTICALLY THIN APPROXIMATION

The solution of Eq.(6a) is elementary and subject to the appropriate boundary conditions
in (9) it is

sinhtf/2 s i n h # / 2 * - >»-»> '

With the help of Eq.(lO) we can write Eq.(7) in the form

~-kr(y-Ea)c = 0 (11)
dy1

for R and Ea small and TJ = 1; and these are all physically realistic situations. Eq.(ll) is now

standard and its solution subject to the appropriate boundary conditions are

___ Ai(Eall)Bi[kyHy Ea)] Bi{EallhAiCkV\yEa)^
~\nkV\^ - Ea)] - Ai[~kl/3(7 (V/3)



where Ai(s) and Bi(s) are Airy's functions and ~kr = r~xkT. Having obtained the temperature
and concentration, Eq.(5) for the velocity components can now be integrated to give

Q = const. smh(M2
 + R2 - M2 - iE sinh B>l2

Gc
2(M2 +

(13)

The const, then follows from q = 0 on y = 1. For the problem at hand it can be shown that

e,M
2+iEa)

1'2(y-Ea)e-i/2(.M2+iEa)

in which DE is the denominator of Eq.(12)

(14)

= c\F{y - Ea) + c2G(y - Ea) + aF(-Ea) + c2G(~Ea)

= ciF(y - Ea) - c2G(y - Ea) + ciF(-Ea) - c2G{-Ea)

and F anfd G are functions while c\ and cz are constants defined in Abramowitz and Stegun [1].

4. SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION MODEL

To solve Eq.(6b) we put

whence it reduces to

0 = :T + T^ (~ [" vCy)e-*y-'v)dy + [ <p(y)e-^-v)dy) (15)
3B \ J JJQ Jy

Following Bestman [3] we define

<p= tpj for 0 < y < y

tp = <pn for y < y < 1
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so that

and eq.(15) then reduces to
2 ry

dtp; X ^
dy 2B% Jo

(16o,6)

To solve (16a) (say) we set

1 Jo '
with the eventual result

The solution of which is

In similar vein

Hence

L
(17)

where an arbitrary constant has been discarded in (17) while the boundary conditions at the walls

now determine the constants Ai and An.

With this value of 6 Eq.(7) can, at best, be expressed as

dy

Generally, for many reactions, kr is such that e is small. The WKB approximation, retaining only

the eikonal and transport terms, yields asymptotic solution for c in the form

til i
(19)

2 -Q(y)c = O, fcy2 = e « l (18)

Ql^(y) I exp[ - j /p1 dt^/Qit)] - exp[~ JJ,1 dt^/Qit)] J

Eqs.(17) and (19) can now be substituted in the modified form of Eq.(13), that is

1 f 2 1/2 fV 2
q = const. sinh(M2+iE)l/2y~——= r^rTTTi e ( M + i E ) V / e~{M+i

2{M + I.E/)1' ^ Jo
— -(•W2+'-E)1'2!/ / p(M2+iE)ltz$\r* Q(f\ + C c(f}]dC \ (20)

Jo J
to obtain the velocity by simple numerical integration. The solutions are now complete.



5. DISCUSSION

The attractive feature of this model lies in its ability to provide analytical solutions for
both the differential and integral equation representation for the radiative flux. And under experi-
mental situations it is possible to keep the wall temperature at high but fairly equal values.

It is also observed that in this asymptotic solution, the ozone concentration is not affected
by the applied magnetic field. This effect is only felt by the velocity. This is also the case for the
basic solution obtained by Bestman [1] in the perturbation expansion for small rotational Reynolds
number for flow between two rotating spheres.

For purposes of comparison, we now consider solutions (12) and (19) for Ea = 0.1 = R,

BQ = 1 = N and in Eq.(19) we shall also take r\ = 1. In Fig. 1 the concentration distribution
for the depleting ozone is depicted. The graph I for kr = 0 corresponds to the case of absence of
nitrogen oxide which catalizes the ozone depletion. Graphs II and III correspond to the differential
and integral approximations respectively for kT = 5. The ozone depletion rate is just under the
minimum 6% limit (around 5.5%) predicted in Bestman [2],[4],[5]. However graphs II and III
are fairly close together and this reads to confidence in the differential approximation models for
radiative flux in more comple situation. In fact the error in this study is about 2%. Variations in
B$ and N (the radiation parameters) have relatively small effect on graph HI.
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